Urban Patna Private Health Sector
Data Collection Period:
November 21, 2014 – February 28, 2015

Patna block (73 wards), Danapur block (40 wards), Phulwari sharif block (28 wards)

Providers with MBBS or higher qualifications assessed for eligibility (n=1841)

- Not engaged by PPIA (n=1642)
  - Excluded in 2 stages * (n=1077)
    - 1. Not meeting provider inclusion criteria (n=560)
    - 2. Not meeting geographical inclusion criteria were providers practicing outside geographical sample (n=517)
  - Randomized * (n=565)
    - Allocated to receive SPs through random selection (n=355)
  - Successfully visited and analyzed (n=256)

- Engaged by PPIA (n=199)
  - Excluded in 2 stages * (n=83)
    - 1. Not meeting provider inclusion criteria (n=2)
    - 2. ** Not meeting geographical inclusion criteria were providers practicing outside geographical sample (n=81)
  - Randomized * (n=116)
    - Allocated to receive SPs through random selection (n=115 with n=25 being reserve)
  - Successfully visited and analyzed (n=98)

Providers with non-MBBS qualifications assessed for eligibility (n=1338)

- Not engaged by PPIA (n=1074)
  - Excluded * (n=435)
    - Not meeting geographical inclusion criteria were providers practicing outside geographical sample (n=81)
  - Randomized * (n=639)
    - Allocated to receive SPs through random selection (n=60 with n=18 being reserve)
  - Successfully visited and analyzed (n=59)

- Engaged by PPIA (n=264)
  - Excluded * (n=94)
    - Not meeting geographical inclusion criteria were providers practicing outside geographical sample (n=60)
  - Randomized * (n=170)
    - Allocated to receive SPs through random selection (n=60 with n=18 being reserve)
  - Successfully visited and analyzed (n=60)

* Note:
MBBS or higher provider inclusion criteria: providers who see adult pulmonary patients (excludes: orthopedists, obstetricians, gynecologists, pediatricians)
Geographic inclusion criteria: Patna block (34 of 73 wards), Danapur block (all 40 wards), Phulwari sharif (all 28 wards)
n denotes number of providers
Mumbai Private Health Sector

Data collection period: April 2, 2015 – August 21, 2015

Non-MBBS practitioners in 18 high-slum population or high TB-burden wards
(n=3591)

4 wards purposively selected with PPIA partners
(n=1300)

PPIA
(n=88)

Allocated to receive SPs through census sampling
(n=88)

Successfully visited and analyzed
(n=87)

Non-PPIA
(n=1212)

Allocated to receive SPs through random sampling
(n=112 Non-MBBS assigned with additional reserves in 2 of 4 wards selected for SP surveillance)

Successfully visited and analyzed
(n=115)

14 remaining wards
(n=2291)

PPIA
(n=173)

Non-PPIA
(n=2118)

Allocated to receive SPs through random sampling
(n=300 Non-MBBS assigned with additional reserves in 2 of 4 wards selected for SP evaluation)

Successfully visited and analyzed
(n=303)

Not Visited

KEY

PPIA
Non-PPIA
Not Visited
Mumbai Private Health Sector

Data collection period: April 2, 2015 – August 21, 2015

Hub-level (General walk-ins)

18 high-slam population or high TB-burden wards

PPIA hubs (n=100)

Allocated to receive SPs (n=93)

Successfully visited and analyzed (n=93)

Excluded from visits (n=7)

Excluded for ineligibility found at time of SP visit: dentist offices or children, maternity, or orthopedic clinics or hospitals

Non-PPIA hubs (n=78)

Allocated to receive SPs (n=67)

Successfully visited and analyzed (n=67)

Excluded from visits (n=11)

Excluded for ineligibility found at time of SP visit: children or orthopedic clinics or hospitals

4 wards purposively selected with PPIA partners

Note:

n denotes number of private health facilities (overlaps with PPIA provider interactions)
Mumbai Private Health Sector

Data collection period:
April 2, 2015 – August 21, 2015

PPIA Providers with MBBS and higher qualification in 18 high-burden or high-slum population wards (n=150)

PPIA providers meeting inclusion criteria (n=136)

Allocated, successfully visited and analyzed at PPIA locations (n=98)

Allocated, successfully visited and analyzed at non-PPIA locations (n=73)

Excluded PPIA providers (n=14)

Not meeting inclusion criteria were pediatricians

Note:
MBBS and higher provider inclusion criteria: providers who see adult pulmonary patients (excludes: orthopedists, pediatricians)

n denotes number of providers (overlaps with hub-level interactions)